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1. The 1798 Friderici aquarelle depicts the very wide barn with its 

two threshing floors. ' 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Meerlust is one of the most well-known farms in the Stellenbosch area , even from 

the earliest times . It lay on one of the interior routes and boasted some of the 

richest early farmers like Henning Hussing . Today , Meerlust has been a family 

heirloom of the Myburghs, who have invested much time, labour and cost in 

restoring the old werf and buildings. 

Northward of the werf, lies the last untouched building, the barn, with a threshing 

floor attached to it. Mr H. Myburgh as owner, commisioned mr David Trafford to 

submit plans of how the barn could be altered to accommodate a new Grappa 

Distillery. In early February 1995 three leading members of the NMC inspected the 

building, as it is protected by the National Monument's Act. A permit was issued on 

April 12, requesting a Phase I archaeological investigation. 

On Monday 24 April, mr David Trafford phoned the Research Centre to make an 

appointment for the next day on site. A superficial inspection immediately revealed 

the great importance of this structure. This was conveyed the next day at a meeting 

of the Faure Construction directors, which included the owner and other conce rned 

parties. 

The go-ahead was given for a Phase I survey, which could only be conducted on 

May 4th and 5th. The archaeological team consisted of the prinCipal investigator 

H. N. Vos, archaeologist H.B. Struwig and assistant G. Williams. 

A word of caution. The results of this quick survey is open to correction. Most of it 

is probably accurate, but details will need refinement. 

2. Against the western exterior (stall B) excavations revealed 

rather low foundations. Notice the ventilation shafts (1) and 

old moulding (2). 
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2. IMPORTANCE OF BARN 

The fact that all the surviving walls were built in a blue slate and sandstone, 

indicated a very ea rly type of structure. Mr Trafford, who was also involved with 

the 1992-3 renovation at the Vergelegen estate, recognised the unusual 4-wall 

construction as of particular interest . At Vergelegen, Dr . Ann Markell excavated the 

foundations of three buildings and particularly a slave lodge , of a similar type to t he 

barn. But at these buildings the central hall was constructed not of stone walling, 

but of a series of regu la rly spaced br ick columns. This ty pe of structure was very 

reminiscent of buildings in Holland and northwestern Europe. Pr ior to her 

excavations, nobody had seen or recog nised such fatherland constructions at the 

Cape . 

During this structural survey the full import of the uniqueness of the barn was first 

recogn ised and affirmed by the princ ipa l investigator . Th is would make the Meerlust 

barn the only known existing structure in the Cape (an d South Afric a !) of this type. 

It is even more significant in that it has been little altered over the centuries. It thus 

affords us an exciting glimpse of a type of vernacular architecture no lon ger in 

existence. There are numerous features which are encounte red for the first time in 

Cape architecture which need to be conse rved in context, for the benefit of 

historians, researchers , tourists and laymen ali ke. 

3 . The interior hall A is provided with lofty 

Th e endwall consists square 

primarily 

plinth. 

beams. 

of brick above the high stone 
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FIG.1 In this groundplan, most of the sign ificant findings are shown (all detai ls are not complete ly 

accurate) (Base plan: D. Trafford). 
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3. STRUCTURAL SURVEY AND EXCAVATIONS 

In order to supply the necessary answers to problems and questions posed by the 

owner and architect, a more full investigation has already been done than required 

by a Phase I survey. For the moment, the plans of the architect are used with his 

permission. 

A brief description of the building follows (FIG.l &2). Thick walls of 640 mm are 

built parallel to each other, forming a large and very high (5.0 m) central hall, flanked 

on either side with lower stalls (3.5 mi. A corrugated iron roof of late 19th century 

construction is laid flush with the walling. The northern end wall has for the most 

part been rebuilt in brick, probably when the roof was put up . The southern end 

wall has been rebuilt in the 20th century, c.1950. The old stone wall probably 

collapsed, due to dampness . 

A cement floor covers the central hall, whose walls are all plastered and white

washed. Beams were spaced at regular intervals, of which only the square ones 

remain. The alternating circular ones were sawed flush with the wall. The unusual 

height of the wall would indicate, in context with the treshing floor (two such 

features are depicted during the 1790s) , that corn and hay were stored here for the 

winter months. 

concrete floor. 

At a later stage time must be allowed for excavations below the 

The western stall (B) was provided with about four ventilation shafts in its lower 

wall. All are still open. All these walls were unplastered, revealing great 

craftmanship in the neatly dressed stone. This aspect alone is worth seeing as a 

tribute to the skilled workmanship of the labourers. 

In the northern wall the pOSition of two beams (one still partially intact) reveal the 

original slant of the thatched roof . A small section of 18th century plastered bricks 

in the corner confirm this angle of about 40° . On the exterior of th is same corner a 

remnant of an older moulding still survives. 





4.5. In stall C (east) the window-openings have been blocked-up with stone (photo 

4). The eastern wall was provided with a built-up wall in stone (c.1720) (1). 

enclosed shafts (2) and a built-up brick wall of c.1880 (3) with large ventilation 

shafts (4) (photo 5) . 

. ' 

s 





6 . Excavations in stall C revealed a very 

hard compacted clay su rface. 

7. In stall B a stony floor was exposed. 
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Select excavations revealed below a layer of dung-and-hay, a coarsely cobbled floor 

in hard clay, It is not smooth and probably served as a surface for animals, likely to 

be sheep, The lower sides of the three intact walls have been stained by an oily, 

dark substance, presumably the fleece of sheep, Below the stony floor a hard, but 

uneven clay layer, may have been the original surface, A neatly blocked-up door 

(82) indicate an access way that was enclosed early, Square beams are regularly 

spaced, but at such a level as to make it difficult to walk upright for individuals 

above 1,6 m in height. 

In the eastern stall (C), there was a marked contrast in features, Four large window

like openings gave access to the main hall. Due to the patina on their interior 

reveals, it is surmised that these openings were used to throw hay into th is side 

aisle, Here the floor consisted of hard clays, with no cobbling present. The 

regularly spaced beams were also at such a height as not to impede movement of 

individua ls , Five small ventilation shafts were constructed below the sills, In the 

lower stone wall, of the eastern exterior, about 14 elongated ventilation shafts, all 

blocked-up, were discovered , All these features add to the theo ry that humans had 

easier access to this area, but they did not inhabit it, 

When the iron roof was installed, most of the stone walling on the upper part of all 

four walls were demolished and replaced with brickwork, Here in stall C, four 

ventilation shafts were built in the upper brickwork, 

8, A portion of the upper wall of 5 metres , Note the c,1880 

bricks (1) and older beam (2), 
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FIG.2 Proposed alterations that would have a major impact on the structures, They are not 

recommended (Plan: D. Traffor~l, 
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4. SIGNIFICANCE 

1. The Meerlust barn is the only known surviving structure of this type in the 

Western Cape. 

2. It is largely intact with little alterations. 

3. It constitutes one of the earliest buildings in the Cape (probably by c.1720). 

4. Its construction type (hallehuis) , construction materials (stone), construction 

method (neat layering) and function (storage for fodder and animals) , make it 

unique. 

5 . An original threshing floor confirms its context for grain and fodder, the earliest 

agricultural pursuit of the pioneer settlers. Functional considerations were thus 

predominant. 

6. Human habitation is not likely, but not excluded with further investigations. 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. As a unique building it needs special attention . Restoration with thatch and 

beams could mean its end, as the endwalls are already weakened and bulging. 

2. Conservation in its present state is recommended. Additions during the late 

19th century complement the building and actually destroyed very little. 

3. Both the threshing floor and barn have not yet been put to an effective 

function. A compromise is needed in building use and form. 

4. A new function, creates new demands and changes. don't recommend 

subtraction, i.e. the cutting of the beams in the side stalls, or cutting of 

openings into the interior walls as proposed by the architect. 

5. The front facade in modern brick can easily be retained with minor alterations. 

It is not distracting, and is with closer inspection clearly a modern addition. 

6. Lowering of the floorheights in the side stalls would facilitate easier access, but 

the old surfaces should not be destroyed but preserved, even if under concrete. 

7. Lowered floors would mean that extensive landscaping around the building 

should be a serious consideration to limit dampness in the walls, mostly 

exposed. 

8. The concrete floor of the central barn need to be removed for the positioning of 

utilities. It should be removed well in advance of the actual renovation to allow 

an archaeological investigation . Cobbling or clay floors are expected, but 

unforseen features may be excavated. 

9. A second phase investigation to document the present findings is necessary. 

Much of the existing conclusions were only possible because of detailed 

investigations. The owner has already agreed to this in principle. 

10. All major findings have already been communicated to the owner, architect and 

concerned parties. Documentation will be provided to the architect for him to 

provide optional plans for the renovation and adaptation of the building. 

RMEERBRN 


